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Unsteady incompressible viscous free-surface flows are largely encountered in engi-
neering and natural systems. The difficulty of this kind of problems relies on how to
accurately track the position of the free surface via the time evolution. In the past many
numerical methods including FDM, FEM, BEM [1–6]and so on,have been used to investi-
gate the free-surface flows.In this paper the Legendre spectral element method is proposed
to solve the viscous incompressible free-surface flows. The main ingredients of our method
consist: use of the full viscous stress tensor for natural impositions of the traction (surface
tension) boundary conditions; use of ALE methods for accurate representation of moving
boundaries; use of semi-implicit time-stepping procedures and improved Uzawa method
to partially decouple the free-surface evolution and interior Navier-Stokes equations; and
use of Stokes operator to control the mesh motion.
For purposes of analysis and clarity of presentation, our attention is focused on
the linear stability of the thin film flow down an inclined plane that is geometrically
the simplest free surface problem. In the numerical tests we develop an efficient
method based on semi-implicit scheme in time and Legendre spectral element method
in space; Stokes equation is applied to solve the gridding velocity. The numerical
results obtained are not only in close agreement with the results of the linearized
stability of Orr-Sommerfeld equation, but also show that Stokes operator better ensures
the conservation of the volume of the spectral elements than the usual elastic oper-
ator. This proves the efficiency of our ALE SEM method to the free-surface flow problems.
Key words: Free surface flows; Moving mesh; Navier-Stokes Equations; Legendre spec-





















































































































































+ ρu · ∇u = ∇ · τ + f, in Ω(t),






























+ u · ∇u = ∇ · τ + f, in Ω(t),
∇ · u = 0, in Ω(t).
(2-1)
此时的应力张量τ为：
τ = −pI + 1
Re











ui(0, y, t) = ui(
2π
α















p(0, y, t) = p(
2π
α
, y, t). (2-3b)
其中α = 2π
λ
，α为波数，λ为波长，i = 1, 2。
2. 在∂Ωu上设无滑移边界条件
ui = 0. (2-4)
3. 在自由液面∂Ωσ(t)上设表面张量牵引边界条件
sT [−pI + 1
Re
(∇u +∇uT )]n = 0, (2-5a)
nT [−pI + 1
Re
(∇u +∇uT )]n = Wκ, (2-5b)
其中n = (n1, n2)
T和s = (s1, s2)
T分别为∂Ωσ(t)上的单位法向量和切向量，κ为曲率，W




(∇u +∇uT )]n = Wκn. (2-6)















v · (u · ∇u)dx−
∫
Ω(t)




v · [pI− µ(∇u +∇uT )]ndσ −
∫
Ω(t)
f · vdx = 0, ∀v ∈ H1p[Ω(t)]2; (2-7)
∫
Ω(t)











































































































v · [−pI + µ(∇u +∇uT )]ndσ =
∫
∂Ωp




v · [−pI + µ(∇u +∇uT )]ndσ +
∫
∂Ωσ(t)
v · [−pI + µ(∇u +∇uT )]ndσ.
现在将上述的边界条件用于边界积分项
1. 在∂Ωu上v = 0 ，因此
∫
∂Ωu
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